Good instructional storytelling engages students' attention and cognitive abilities to the end of more effective learning. Some instructional researchers have also recently discussed whether the principles of storytelling could lead to the same or similar results if applied to educational situations beyond only telling traditional stories. But despite this potential, the principles of storytelling are seemingly underutilized by today's instructional designers. This study investigates what instructional designers might learn from another design field that is more experienced in the art of storytelling, specifically that of film production. Eight filmmakers who have successfully produced films that motivate, inspire, and educate were interviewed to discover what they know about the topic of creating effective instructional stories. The results of these interviews, which will help instructional designers learn and apply storytelling principles, are analyzed to help further illustrate an inventive approach for the creation of instructional environments.
Stories play a crucial role in human learning. As Schank (2005a) 
recently concluded
Stories have been at the center of human consciousness for a long time. People tell stories, and the stories they tell shape who they are. People hear stories and remember those that resonate deeply with them. . . . Good education requires good stories. (p. 5) Stories can motivate people to make significant and lasting behavioral changes (Denning, 2004; Singhal & Rogers, 1999) , help them meaningfully interpret other experiences (Bruner, 2004 (Bruner, / 1987 , and give them context to use learned information in real-world environments (Andersen, 2004; Jonassen & Hernandez-Serrano, 2002) . Postman (1989) argued that peoples' sense of identity is closely associated with the stories they tell. Schank (1990) hypothesized that stories are a fundamental component of human memory, and the foundation of even the most basic mental events. And there has even been some discussion about how the principles of storytelling might lead to these same or similar results if applied to instructional situations beyond only the telling of traditional stories (e.g. Parrish, in press; Schank, 2005a) . But despite this considerable potential, the method of story and the broader principles of storytelling are seemingly underutilized by today's instructional designers (Hokanson & Fraher, 2007) . This is true despite recent discussions of both the philosophical foundations of instructional storytelling (e.g. Wong, Pugh, & The Dewey Ideas Group, 2001) , and the practical techniques for using stories that teach (e.g. Mooney & Holt, 1996; Schank, 2005b) .
Other fields, however, are much more experienced in the art of storytelling, and interested instructional designers can borrow principles from these fields to help improve instruction and learning. One such field is film production. Great cinematic stories help people Imaginative Instruction 4 learn some of the most difficult-to-understand concepts about the human condition. Expert filmmakers teach by applying well-understood principles of story design to help audiences care about, and think carefully about, the action portrayed on the screen (McKee, 1997) . Some theorists also hypothesize that great films are universal, meaning their themes are recognizable and understandable by most cultures (e.g. Vogler, 2007) . This, too, can be significant for instructional designers, as developing instruction for different cultures becomes an ever-more important goal (Rogers, Graham, & Mayes, 2007) .
Of course, instructional designers have historically been very interested in researching educational film. However, many studies have applied traditional message design and instructional design principles to film production, rather than considering how principles of good film design can inform instructional design (for a review of how film has traditionally been researched in education, see Wisher & Curnow, 2003) . When instructional researchers have examined how film theory may apply to education (e.g. Boyle, 2002) , they typically appeal to historical studies of film as a medium, analyze examples of good film with which they are familiar, or study the effect of films they create for use in educational environments. Yet given the strong storytelling tradition in the film industry it also seems relevant to ask if film producers also know something about stories that could be helpful to instructional designers. The purpose of this study was to investigate storytelling principles great filmmakers use when practicing their craft, and how those principles could be applied to help create better instructional environments.
Method
For this study, eight filmmakers who have successfully produced films that motivate, inspire, and educate were interviewed to discover what they know about the principles of instructional storytelling. Interview subjects were selected based on three criteria. The first Imaginative Instruction 5 criterion was expertise. All interview subjects had at least ten years experience in film production, and all have been recognized by their peers as expert storytellers. The second criterion was diversity in filmmaking experience among the group of interviewees as a whole. Selected producers were experienced in different cinematic formats, including feature film, documentary, and industrial/training film. Additionally, some producers had diverse backgrounds beyond production experience, including one who had been department chair of a university-level film studies program and one who founded a well-known film festival. The final criterion was experience with storytelling in educational environments, for example production of films for high schools, university, or corporate training. Although this sampling procedure does not allow conclusions to be generalized to all filmmakers or storytelling situations, this study's purpose was not to discover what the average filmmaker may know, but rather to explore what exemplary filmmakers know about storytelling that can be applied to instructional design. Each interview was recorded and transcribed. Interview subjects were sent a copy of their interview to allow them to approve or correct the statements they made. Each transcription was then coded and analyzed for patterns and common themes that seemed to best illustrate the issue of storytelling as a method of learning and instruction. These results are presented through rich Imaginative Instruction 6 descriptions, based on one or more interviewee responses that exemplify the patterns and themes discovered in the interview data. Individual comments are included at length, with minor editing for clarity, as illustrations of each idea. To help triangulate these results, citations from educational and filmmaking literatures are also included as additional illustrations of the concepts. To preserve interviewee anonymity, identifiable information (such as names of people or films) has been edited out of all interview results.
Results and Discussion
Three meaningful findings emerged from this study. First, many storytelling processes are similar to common instructional design processes, meaning designers may be able to adapt storytelling processes to instructional design more easily than they might think. Second, some of the important principles filmmakers use to engage audiences may help instructional designers create more effective instructional stories. Third, it may also be possible for instructional designers to apply the principles of storytelling in different configurations than those used to craft films or tell stories, and so create new and innovative instructional situations. Each section below describes these findings in more detail.
Similarities Between Storytelling and Instructional Design
The first finding was that many storytelling processes are similar to common instructional design processes. Three examples are illustrative. First, many interviewed producers discussed the importance of conducting an audience analysis before beginning the story design process.
One elaborated, "you've got to know your audience! I feel like we make a big mistake if we don't know our audience. If you don't know who you're trying to reach, you're wasting your time." Second, many producers also discussed the importance of having goals or objectives to guide individual design decisions. As one put it, "if you make a documentary to teach people Imaginative Instruction 7 about the suffering of people in Africa so they'll appreciate the situation and donate money, you'll tell the story with that slant. That's your objective." And third, while mentioned much less frequently, other producers discussed the critical role of evaluation in the filmmaking process, including, "small group tryouts, large group tryouts, [and iterative] prototypes to try out the story. You say, 'if it works with this group, and this group, and this group, then we can release it.'" The producer making this comment then reflected for a moment, and concluded, "it isn't that different in distance learning."
As implied by this comment, these similarities indicate that instructional designers may use what they already know about design to adapt more unfamiliar storytelling principles to instructional purposes more easily than they might imagine. As one interviewee put it I think a lot of storytelling principles are intuitively understood by most people. . . . Good
[teachers] are good storytellers. It doesn't mean they're funny. But they're engaging and passionate, and that passion shows in the depth of the stories they tell. Additionally, finding relationships between different design fields is by no means unique to instructional design and filmmaking. There seems to be current interest in comparing instructional design to other design fields, such as architecture or graphic design. And some recent studies on this topic have also concluded that instructional design could be improved if designers integrated principles and techniques from similar fields into their work (e.g. Kays, 2003; Stubbs & Gibbons, 2008) . As one of the subjects interviewed for this study stated, "storytelling is the creation of meaning out of a series of raw elements." The same could be said of instructional design. Many design fields, including instructional design, have at their core the purpose of making the world more understandable, and this shared purpose should allow Imaginative Instruction 8 practitioners in different disciplines to learn from one another in pursuit of the most effective and flexible ways of achieving that goal.
Storytelling Principles
The second finding was that some of the important principles filmmakers use to engage audiences may help instructional designers create more effective instructional stories. Three of these principles are worth exploring in detail, because they are so central to the craft of filmmaking, because they may be unfamiliar to many instructional designers, and because the interviewed producers described them clearly enough to help designers use them during the instructional design process. These three principles are conflict, authenticity, and entertainment.
Each is described in the paragraphs below. However, it is important first to mention that no comment that follows is meant to prescribe a certain storytelling formula. While filmmakers have translated storytelling principles into practical techniques (some of which are included below as illustrations of each principle), when considering how to them their own work instructional designers are encouraged to focus on the needs of local situations, rather than force their use of instructional storytelling into rule-based prescriptions.
Conflict. The first principle is conflict, or the dissonance created when a character's goals and desires clash with the goals of another character, with environmental forces, or even with another desire the same character simultaneously holds. Conflict motivates the action in all good stories. It is so important to storytelling, in fact, that one well-known story consultant has called conflict "the soul of a story" (McKee, 1997, p. 211) . To create conflict, storytellers often use a dramatic structure as a template for their story's action. A common problem of amateur storytellers is they only relate a series of events in sequence and believe those events alone Imaginative Instruction 9 define a story. Using a dramatic structure allows storytellers to plot events into patterns of conflict, helping them ensure the action builds and resolves to the ends they aim to achieve.
One of the most common dramatic forms is the three-act structure, which breaks a story's events into three periods of rising action, framed by major decisions or turning points that set up a conflict, create risk for major characters, and resolve to a conclusion directly based on characters' responses to the conflict (Trottier, 2005) . One interview subject described how he uses this structure:
I'll take any story idea, and without even thinking about it my mind starts to break it down into three acts. Where is the beginning, where is the middle, where is that turning point? What is the climax? What is the dénouement? I just automatically put the story into that structure. Other filmmakers will say I'm putting chains around myself. But for me those are the rules of the medium in which I'm creating. But I create the structure so then I can depart from it. I have the rules and the structure so then I'm free to create something new.
In other words, the three-act structure is this producer's scaffolding, supporting the emerging story form until it is well-enough developed that he can modify it to better meet the circumstances in which the story will be used.
But instructional designers do not have to be experts in this or any more complicated dramatic structure if they want to create conflict in an instructional story. Another producer simplified the principle of conflict into a two-step structure:
Good stories present choices. Good stories illustrate the outcome of those choices. Good stories have no scenes or elements that don't ultimately lead to a choice that a character needs to make. Stories should illustrate the consequences of choices, not as a dead-end, Authenticity. The second principle is authenticity, or the sense of credibility created when characters display genuine emotion and react in believable ways. Authenticity helps viewers feel empathy for characters, and recognize themselves (their emotions and their reactions) in those characters. And when viewers can identify with a character they often imagine how they would react to the circumstances they see that character face. As one interviewed producer put it [Members of the audience are] exploring, subconsciously or consciously, what they would do if they were in that situation on the screen. And rather than simply reading off a page, "here is what you ought to do in this situation," audience members, like learners in a classroom, are exploring options of behavior. They're making decisions and choices vicariously, and extremely vividly, to the point that they're forgetting they're sitting in a Imaginative Instruction 11 dark room with 350 strangers, and they're completely in the world of this theme. And they're willing to put their prejudices aside, and sometimes are even willing to put their morality aside, and explore that theme fully with the characters in that story. . . . By extension they [vicariously] made those choices by becoming [emotionally] involved in the film. Those choices become part of them. And they walk away changed people.
In response to an authentic story, a viewer is often willing to change a long-held belief or behavior, or accept some type of personal transformation or self-improvement (Seger, 2003) .
To create authenticity, storytellers often base their characters' emotions and reactions on real people and real situations. One interview subject described how he created a sense of authenticity for a documentary on families:
I put out a casting call that we were looking for families who have had some specific experience where they came to a moment in their lives where they were too busy and realized they didn't have enough family time. That family can speak from a point of authenticity about what they had to do to correct the problem. If I cast any old family and had them talk about family time it would come across as platitudes. . . . It's really is a matter of finding people with the life experience to speak from authenticity. I think people can see when other people aren't authentic. Schank (2005b) , in his discussion of authentic storytelling in education, agreed: "have real people tell real stories in real language. If the real people aren't good storytellers, coach them so that they can become good storytellers. We know when we are hearing a real story" (p. 132). But even fictional stories can still be authentic. As one producer stated Even in fantasy stories the basic human elements are there. We all need to be loved. We all need to be cared for. We want to be listened to. We want to feel we're making a contribution. I think there are some common themes in every fantasy, even with completely fictional characters, that are based on someone or some situation that someone's actually lived.
Or, as another producer put it, storytellers should avoid, "straw characters without any real psychological or emotional depth to them."
Entertainment. The third principle is entertainment, or the ability a great story has to capture the attention and interest of viewers. The sometimes-stereotypical distinction between entertainment and education was not made by those interviewed for this study. They saw education and entertainment as two manifestations of the same phenomenon. Said one, "I don't believe you can instruct unless you also entertain. I also believe that it's not worth entertaining unless you also instruct. The two are related. . . .The best form of entertainment is when you're also instructing."
There is no simple formula for creating an entertaining story. Some interview subjects use humor to make a story more entertaining, "humor can really make you stop and think."
Others encouraged the use of mystery and anticipation:
Can you imagine constructing a learning experience utilizing Hitchcock's strategies for revealing information, which he did only a little bit at a time and at very selective places in the film, to create a certain effect in the audience? For Hitchcock that effect was always suspense, to keep the audience on the end of their chairs. To do that you have to give out information in very selective and very carefully pre-determined ways. I suspect that's a very difficult thing to do, to use a strategy like that where you will actually set up a class so students discover pieces of information at strategic points where those pieces of information will have maximum impact and meaning. But I also suspect that would be a Imaginative Instruction 13 very interesting exercise in a school of education. I think Hitchcock would probably have a lot to teach teachers about the revelation of information.
Perhaps the most interesting strategy for creating an entertaining story was to leave some of a story's details unstated or unseen, to encourage viewers to think more deeply about the action and its implications. As one interviewed producer described I do feel it weakens the power of the story and possibly of the teaching as soon as a viewer realizes that the reason they're watching something is to learn. They may get the points, but do the points get into their hearts or even deep enough in their minds? . . . We need to put our hammers away and just let some of these stories be told. Just tell the story! And in the film don't try to say to the viewer, "are you sure you got this point?" . .
. I think part of human nature is that we want to discover things for ourselves. It's a much more rewarding experience as a film viewer if I put something together that I think nobody else got. If people feel like they're being preached to I think it's a part of human nature for them to stop paying attention. There's a huge segment of society that doesn't want to be preached to! But if the message of a story comes either subconsciously, or in a way that the audience feels they're getting it or finding it themselves, that's a whole different thing. They don't believe they're being spoon-fed, but they're finding it.
In other words, making an instructional story overly explicit may actually decrease its effectiveness, because those stories are less compelling and less entertaining, and people are unlikely to learn when they simply stop paying attention. As one producer concluded, "a story that doesn't have a compelling narrative . . . is as engaging as just looking at a pile of papers. . . .
Yes, all the information is there, but you just do not want to try to access it."
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Operational Principles and Storytelling
The third finding was that it may be possible for instructional designers to apply the principles of storytelling in different configurations than those used to craft films or tell stories, and so create new and innovative instructional situations. This finding emerged as interview subjects described how they have seen storytelling principles used in learning situations that may not commonly be recognized as a conventional story. When designers in any field apply abstract principles to novel situations, they often create new design patterns that reify the underlying structures controlled by those principles. So even though a new design may have very different surface characteristics from other applications of the same principle, it may also encourage the same or similar results because it is the abstract principle that expresses the essence of an approach, not the surface characteristics (Rogers, Hsueh, & Gibbons, 2005) . These abstract principles are known as operational principles, or the most basic and conceptual definition of a design pattern expressed only in terms of the characteristics required for the design to function (Polanyi, 1962) .
Operational principles can sometimes be conceptually difficult to understand.
Consequently, many designers only imitate the normal configurations of those principles when creating new designs, or "the overall shape and arrangement commonly agreed, for whatever reasons, to best realize the operational principle" (Vincenti, 1991, p. 762 In the case of instructional storytelling, if designers understood storytelling principles as operational principles, they may be able to create new instructional patterns for situations where a traditional story might be insufficient or otherwise limiting. As one interview subject stated, "even if they're not 'telling a story,' if teachers use those principles [in new ways] . . . their instruction becomes a story." For example, some instructional approaches already exemplify the principle of authenticity, such as problem-based learning (e.g. Barrows, 1996) , model-centered instruction (e.g. Gibbons, 2001) , and cognitive apprenticeship (e.g. Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989 ). Designers using these and similar approaches might be able to augment and strengthen the authentic learning experience by incorporating what storytellers also know about authenticity. One illustration might be the storytelling technique described earlier of basing even fictional examples on real people and events. This corresponds to the use of authentic examples in problem-based learning, where Barrows insisted that medical students study real patient cases Imaginative Instruction 16 rather than fabricated examples, to help ensure students learn the most applicable topics necessary for medical practice. With a little creativity, then, instructional designers may be able to create new configurations of other storytelling principles, and so be better able to reach the goals they intend to achieve. Could instructional designers find ways of building conflict into the expression of instructional content? The principle of conflict sound similar to a strategy described by Bransford, Brown, and Cocking (2000) , of presenting students with contradicting information that compels them to confront misconceptions they hold about a subject, to help them develop more accurate conceptual models. Or, could designers craft more engaging instructional experiences by applying some of what storytellers know about entertainment, such as allowing students to discover on their own information to be learned? Barrows (1996) , for example, believed that problem-based learning encourages students to become more engaged in their own education precisely because the approach requires them to search and explore topics rather than having information explicitly presented through lectures or similar activities. By considering how the underlying operational principles of storytelling might apply to the design problems they face, instructional designers may discover that configurations like these become more obvious solutions.
Conclusion
This study recommends that instructional designers learn and apply the principles of storytelling in their own work, as illustrated through the data gathered from these interviewed film producers. Designers who use rich instructional stories, or who more broadly apply the principles of storytelling in other instructional situations, are likely to engage students' attention and cognitive abilities to the end of more effective learning. Storytelling is a potent instructional Imaginative Instruction 17 approach that draws on principles which may be foreign to some instructional designers. Yet because of their similarity to other, more common instructional design processes, designers can confidently adopt many storytelling principles to the improvement of the learning environments they develop. As McDonald and Gibbons (in press) concluded, instructional designers should "be willing to look for [instructional] solutions in a wide variety of settings beyond only those that are fashionable, familiar, or comfortable," so they can accomplish a wider range of goals than might otherwise be possible. The principles of storytelling are a valuable addition to the body of instructional design practice, to help designers who are interested in using an inventive approach in the creation of instructional environments.
